Core Systems Transformation
Our Capabilities
Deloitte offers services across all stages of the core systems
delivery lifecycle, acting as your transformation partner along the
journey.
The market challenge

Non-replacement of Core Systems leads to:

The market demands continuous improvements to
operational performance and ever lower cost-income
ratios. The combined pressures of saturated markets,
transient customers, heightened competition from
mergers and acquisitions, increasing regulatory focus
and complexity, and rising risk management constraints
make these aspirations difficult to deliver upon.

Locked-in costs: costs locked into maintenance/tactical
spending and not strategic development

A potential solution?
We believe that past incremental investments in IT could
be a bank’s greatest weakness, locking in cost, creating
complexity and inhibiting responsiveness to the market.
Our hypothesis therefore is that only through Core
Systems Transformation can financial organisations
achieve a break through transition so as to operate
efficiently and compete effectively in the future financial
services market.
Cost efficiency, radical cost reduction and revenue
enhancement programmes can offer immediate or shortterm benefits to the “cost-income ratio”: however, we at
st
Deloitte believe this may no longer be sufficient in 21
century banking.
We define Core Systems Transformation as the end-toend implementation of a core financial system or the
complete replacement of a significant proportion if not all
of an institution’s heritage systems with a modern
package-based solution able to fit with business needs
and to handle future constraints.
Furthermore Core System Transformation is not only
relevant for Banking systems but the context includes as
well Asset and Investment management systems.

Our opinion
We believe that many banks are at a crossroads, facing
two distinct options, to remain in the current incremental
investment approach or choose a radical alternative
path.
An entity can continue with periodic layers of IT
investment in its core system technologies and observe,
over time, the percentage of strategic spending being
squeezed and its overall market competitiveness is
challenged.

Implementation failure: even the smallest system
changes are associated with significant cost and risk
Inhibited responsiveness: the multitude of interfaces
and platforms prevents banks from rapid delivery time to
market
Operational complexity: silos of product processing
engines limit potential for single customer view and
process efficiency
Alternatively, a bank can replace its Core Systems and
break through to a higher level of performance.
Core Systems Replacement leads to:
Efficiency and reliability: improved operational
efficiency and enhanced customer service through
atomic and straight-through processing
Product and services innovation: flexibility and pace
of product launch improves capability
Greater future investment: spending is re-directed
from tactical to strategic investment and enhancing
customer solutions
Simplified architecture: rationalised systems and
platforms reduce ongoing costs

Is this really possible?
We at Deloitte remain close to the core system market
and the vendors that operate within it. There has been
significant change in the core system vendor landscape,
to an extent driven by consolidation.
More significantly, this has been caused by the
emergence of new players operating in the lowest cost
markets and not sticking to the conventional product
distribution model but instead building on multiple
electronic channels to sell their products.

As we observe the market, core systems
replacement deals are being announced almost
weekly.

You are not alone
Deloitte has an unparalleled breadth and depth of
services which makes it a world force in its chosen
areas of business—audit, tax, consulting and corporate
finance. We are renowned for our commitment to
innovation, quality and client service excellence as well
as for the calibre of our people. Our approach to core
system transformation focuses on package-led
implementations, delivered with rigorous execution
processes and the necessary expertise to solve the
most complex business and technology transformation
challenges.

Our Value Proposition
We offer a comprehensive toolkit that can help you to
navigate this complex and challenging opportunity.
Using our frameworks, we have helped clients break
down this full meal into digestible chunks via our Value
Proposition.

Quality Assurance &
Governance
•
Formal periodic program
“health checks”
•
Governance committee
support (e.g. Design
Authority)
•
Deliverable QA
•
Post program review

Strategy and Business Case
•
Vision and strategy setting
•
Enterprise architecture strategy
•
As-is system survey
•
Support business case creation
•
Benefits realization
Vendor Management
•
Vendor and market analysis
•
Vendor selection and proof of
concept
•
Contract negotiation

Testing
•
Dedicated testing practice
•
Access to reporting / defect
management tools.
•
Functional testing
•
System testing (including
performance)
•
Integration testing
•
User Acceptance testing
Program Management & PMO
•
Program planning and
execution
•
Dedicated PMO & Program
Management
•
Project setup
•
Project management

System integration
•
Integration analysis, design, build and test
•
Software configuration
•
Custom software development
•
Business Process Management
•
Enterprise Content Management
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Implementation & Upgrade
Support
•
Functional and non-functional
requirements gathering
•
Functional & Technical Target
Operating Model
•
Architecture definition
•
Data migration (analysis,
design, build and test)
•
Change management
(including process design)
•
Stakeholder management
•
Training
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